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Let U, W be two spaces over an arbitrary field E We have determined all 
the overgroups of SL( (I) @ SL( W) in GL( (I@ w), and the overgroups of 
@(u) @ sp( w) in GL( U@ W). 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
In M. Aschbacher’s paper [ 11, Aschbacher proved that all the maximal 
subgroups in the hnite classical groups, other than those in the 8 classes 
C 1, ‘“, C, defined in [ 11, must have nonabelian simple generalized Fitting 
subgroups. By this theorem, in completing the classification of the maximal 
subgroups of the finite classical groups, an important step is to investigate 
the maximality of the subgroups in the classes Cl-C8 defined in 
Aschbacher’s paper [l]. This is done in Kleidman-Liebeck [2], the 
analysis depending heavily on the classification of finite simple groups. This 
is the topic for my paper as well; however, my results are for the classical 
groups over arbitrary fields (not neccesarily finite) or sometimes over 
arbitrary division rings, (e.g., see [3,4]). My method is based mainly on 
matrix techniques, free from the classification theorem. 
This paper is devoted to the treatment of Aschbacher’s class Cq, which 
consists of the stabilizers of tensor product structures in classical groups. 
Let K be an arbitrary division ring, with F being its center. For an 
n-dimensional left space U over K and an r-dimensional space W over F we 
can construct the tensor product V= UOF W, which is an nr-dimensional 
left space over K. Let M,, = GL( U) 0 GL( W) = {A 0 B 1 A E GL( U), 
BEGL(W)}, each AOB sending xi (u,@~~)E V to Ci (u,A@w,B). When 
K = F we may assume n 2 r (if n < r, replace U 0 W by WQ U), and can 
define r: U@ W+ WQU, Ci(ui@~i)~~i(~,@~i). When K=F and 
n = r we regard U = W, thus t E GL( V), and all s(A 0 B) z = BO A. Let 
M = MO u M,T when K = F and n = r, or M = M, otherwise, then M is the 
stabilizer of the tensor product structure V= U@ W, and it is the 
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normalizer of SL(U)@SL( IV) in GL( V). We have the following result 
about the overgroups of SL( U) @3 SL( IV) in GL( V), from which follows the 
maximality of the stabilizer of the structure Y= UC3 Win any G* between 
SL( V) and GL( V). 
THEOREM la. Let n > r > 2, E be a subfield of the center F of K, 
SL(n, K) 61 SL(r, E) <X< GL(nr, K), then one of the following holds: 
(i) X< M; (ii) XP SL(nr, K); (iii) SL(r, E) = SL(2, 2), XP SL(n, K,) over 
theringK,={(;.t,)(a,bEK}. 
THEOREM 1. Let N= SL(n, F) @I SL(r, F) < X< GL(nr, F), say n 2 r 2 2, 
then one of the following holds: (i) N a X< M, (ii) XP SL(nr, F); 
(iii) N = SL(n, 2) @ SL(2,2), X= TL(n, 4); (iv) char F = 2, N = SL(2, F) &I 
SL(2, F) = 52(4, F, Q) with v(Q) = 2, XP 52(4, F, Q, L) for an F2-subspace L 
of F, (v) GL(nr,F)=SL(4,2)gAA,, N=SL(2,2)@SL(2,2)=52+(4,2)~ 
(S3xS3xS2)nA,, XE(S3xS5)nA,. 
(For a V(n, F) over an F with char F= 2, equipped with a quadratic 
form Q with the associated symmetric form f(x, y) = Q(x + y) + 
Q(x) + Q(v) nondegenerate, we denote by L?(n, F, Q, L) the commutator 
group of the orthogonal group O(n, F, Q, L) = {g E Sp(n, F, f) 1 Q(xg) + 
Q(x) EL}, for any F2-subspace L of F.) 
COROLLARY 1. Let SL(nr, F) < G* < GL(nr, F), then the normalizer 
Mn G* of SL(n, F)@SL(r, F) in G* is a maximal subgroup of G*, 
provided det(Mn G*) = det G*, with exceptions: (i) r=2 and F= F2; 
(ii) n = r = 2 and char F= 2. 
Suppose we have defined a nondegenerate hermitian or skew-hermitian 
form fo on U = V(n, K), with respect to an involutorial anti-automorphism 
cp: a H ii of 4, and a nondegenerate hermitian or skew-hermitian form f on 
W = V(r, F) with respect to the restriction rpl F of cp on F. Then we have a 
nondegenerate form f = ft,,@ fw on V, defined by f(Ci ui@ wi, 
~juj@~i)=~Ljft,(ui, uj)fw(wi, wj). The tensor product U(n, K,fo)@ 
U(r, F, f w) of the unitary groups U(n, K, fo) and U(r, F, f w) is embedded 
in U(nr, K, f ), and SU(n, K, fo) @I SU(r, F, fw) < SU(nr, K, f ). Note that 
we admit ft.,, fw, f to be alternating or symmetric, thus the corresponding 
“unitary groups” might be symplectic or orthogonal (when char F# 2) 
groups. When K= F and both ft,, fw are alternating we have symmetric 
f =f”Qfwv and have Sp(U,f,)8Sp(W,f,)~n(v,Q)~U(v,f) for the 
quadratic form Q associated with f (i.e., f(x, y) = Q(x + y) - Q(x) - Q(y) 
for all x, y E V) and satisfying Q(u @ w) = 0 for all u E U and w  E W. We 
hope to determine the overgroups of all SU( U, fu) @ SU( W, fw) in 
GL(nr, K). In this paper we shall only treat the case for alternating fa and 
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fw, (the other cases will be treated in “Overgroups in GZ,( Ug W) of 
certain subgroups of GL( U) @ GL( W), II.“). We have the following result. 
Note that the case Sp( U) @ Sp( W) = Sp(2, F) @ Sp(2, F) = SL(2, F) Q 
SL(2, F) has been settled in Theorem 1 thus will be excluded in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a field (i.e., K = F), N = Sp( U, f ") @ Sp( W, f w) < 
X<GL(V), say n=dimZJBr=dim W and na4. When n=r=4 and 
char F= 2 we consider the case F2 = F and X< GO( V, Q) only, when 
n = r = 6 and F = Fz we consider the case X < GO( V, Q) only. Then one of 
the following holds. 
(i) X lies in the normalizer M of GL( U) 0 GL( W) in GL( V); 
(ii) XP SL( V); 
(iii) X p n( V, Q), or X r> IR( V, Q, L) for an F2-subspace L of F when 
char F = 2; 
(iv) Sp( W, fw) = SL(2,2), X normalizes Sp(n, 4) or SU(n, 22) or 
SO, 4); 
(v) N= Sp(4, F)@Sp(2, F) with char F=2, X normalizes an 
irreducible image a7 of a reducible 52(7, F) < Q + (8, F) under a 
0 E Aut(!C2+(8, F)) obtained by spinor representation; or N = Sp(4, F) @I 
Sp(4, F), xk Qm, or X E !S, when char F= 2, a,, and IR, being the 
images of an sZ+(lO, F) and an s2(9, F) <Q+(lO, F), respectively, under an 
embedding o: a+( 10, F) + GL( 16, F) obtained by spinor representation. 
We denote by SZ+(2m, F) an S2(2m, F, Q) with the Witt index v(Q) = m, 
for any even dimension 2m. For the spinor representation, see [S]. The 
group Sz,, does not lie in 52( V, Q) ( see [5], or see Lemma 2.4), hence 
X P sZ10 cannot hold when X < a( V, Q). 
COROLLARY 2. The normalizer of Sp(n, F, fu) Q Sp(r, F, f w) is maximal 
in S2(nr, F, Q), with exceptions: (i) r = 2 and F= Fz, (ii) char F= 2, n = 4, 
r=2 or 4. 
In our proof we need the following notations. 
For any ring R, Matmxn R denotes the set of all the m x n matrices 
@I, x n (au E RI, and Mat,,, R = Mat,,, x m R. Especially, we shall write 
Afmxn) or A’“’ to suggest that A E Mat m xn K resp. A E Mat,,, K. For each 
A=(a,i)m..~M%,x. R we denote by A’ the transpose of A, i.e., A’= 
(b,),., with b,= aji. diag(A,, . . . . AR) denotes the quasidiagonal matrix 
with A,, . . . . A, as its diagonal blocks. Z and 0 denote the identity and the 
zero matrices respectively. E, E Mat,,, x n R denotes the matrix in Mat,,, x n R 
having a single 1 as its (i,j)th entry, .and all other entries zero. 
Pije SL(n, R) denotes P,= I- Eii- Eii + E,- Eji when i# j, and we define 
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Pii = I, thus Pii~ SL(n, R) anyway. For each c E R and i# j we denote 
T,(c) = I+ cEii~ SL(n, R). We shall often take R = Mat, K and regard 
Mat,, K as Mat,(Mat, K), thus write each matrix in Mat,, K in the 
partitioned form (A:)),,,, and denote by T,,(A”‘) (k# I) the matrix 
(A!,%.. with the diagonal blocks to be I, the (k, I)-block to be A”‘, and 
all other blocks zero. 
Notations of group theory are as usual. XXI Y denotes a semidirect 
product of X by Y. X’ denotes the commutator group of X, generated by 
allthecommutators [gI,g,]=g;‘g;1g,g2(g1,g2~X).WhenXactson 
a set S, the stabilizer X,,, ,___ = {g E XI Ag = A, Bg = B, . . . } consists of all the 
elements stabilizing each of the subsets A, B, . . . of S. 
We shall also need the following preliminary propositions. 
LEMMA 0.1. Let K be a field, and let X be an irreducible subgroup of 
SL(m, K), generated by a set of root subgroups, then one of the following 
holds: (i) X= SL(m, K); (ii) m is even, X= Sp(m, K, f) for a nondegenerate 
alternating form f; (iii) K = F,, m is even and 24, X is an orthogonal group 
O+(m, 2) (m # 4 in O+(m, 2) case) or a symmetric group S,, 1 or Sm+2 
embedded in an Sp(m, 2). 
(A root subgroup of SL(n, K) means a conjugate of the subgroup 
{T,(s)lsEK}, for any given i#j.) 
Proof See [6,7] 
LEMMA 0.2. Let n > 3, and let K be a field. 
(1) Zf N = Sp(n, K, f) for a nondegenerate alternating form f, and 
N< X< GL(n, K), then Xp N or Xr> SL(n, K). 
(2) If N = C?(n, K, Q) for a regular quadratic form Q with the Witt 
index v(Q) > 1 and the associated symmetric form f nondegenerate, and 
N< X< GL(n, K), then one of the following holds: (i) Xk N; (ii) XF 
SL(n, K); (iii) char K= 2, Xr> Q(n, K, Q, L) for a K*-subspace L of K; 
(iv) GL(n,K)=SL(4,2)rA,, N=!Z(4,2)~AA,andX=Sp(4,2)‘~AA,or 
X g A,, or N = 0+(4,2) g (S3xS3xS2) n A8 and X z I’L(2,4) z 
(S&W-%. 
Proof See [S-11]. 
Now we come back to consider our tensor product V= U@ W. Relative 
to bases {e,, . . . . e,}, (q, . . . . E,} and {eV=e,@sj( 1 <i<n, l< j<r} we can 
write U, W, V as row spaces Mat 1 x n K, Mat r x r F, Mat, x nr K, respectively, 
thus write GL( U) c Mat, K, GL( W) c Mat, F and GL( V) c Mat,, K. Now, 
for each A = (aii)nxn E GL(n, K) and BE GL(r, F) we have A@ B= 
(~i#,x.. And, when n = r and K= F we have 7 = (LF)),, n with L, = Eji. 
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We can also write each u 0 w  as the matrix W’U E Mat,. n K, thus rewrite 
V= Mat, xnr K as [V]=Mat,.. K by writing each u = (all, uzl, . . . . a,,, 
al,, . . . . ar2, . . . . a,,,...,a,,)~V as [U]=(Q),... Now, each AOBEM,, 
sends each [v] to B’[o] A, while r sends each [o] to its transpose [u]‘. In 
this point of view, A4 is just the subgroup of GL(nr, K) consisting of all the 
elements preserving the ranks of all [u] E [VI. 
1. OVERGROUPS OF SL(n, K)@SL(r,F) 
We hope to determine the overgroups X of N= SL(n, K) @ SL(r, F) in 
G = GL(nr, K). We need only to consider those X 4 M. To do this, we try 
to find a g, = (A!?) n x n E X\M with all A, = 0 (j >, 2), thus we can apply 
the following Llmma 1.1 proved in [4] to find a T,(A(‘))E X with 
A $ KZ”). We try to choose such A with rank A = 1, thus T,(A) E X is a 
transvection of SL(nr, K). Considering the conjugates of such T,(A) under 
X we can see X contains enough transvections to generate SL(nr, K). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a ring with 1; and let D be a subring of R, coin- 
ciding with the additive group generated by all its units, Let n 2 3, A be the 
normalizer of D in the group of units of R, and Z= A . GL(n, D). Let 
g1= (%jL x n E GL(n, R)\Z’ with all aIj = 0 (j> 2), Y = (SL(n, D), 
g, SL(n, D) g;’ ). Then, Y contains T,(c) for all i # j and all c in a subring 
L of R containing D properly. 
Proof This is just the Lemma 3 proved in [4]. In [4, Lemma 31 we 
required D to be a division ring and defined Z to be the normalizer of 
GL(n, D) in GL(n, R), but all the arguments in the proof in [4] are still 
valid here for Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let n 2 3, E be any subfield of the center F of K, 
N= SL(n, K) 8 SL(r, E) < X< G = GL(nr, K). If X contains a g, = 
(Ai’),,,$M with al2 A,j=O (j>,2), then, (i) XsrSL(nr, K), or (ii) N= 
SL(n, K)@ SL(2, F,) and Xr> SL(n, K,) for the ring K, = KZC2)@ KJ for 
J= (; ;). 
Proof Let R = Mat, K and D = KZ(‘). Let A = (u~),~, E GL(r, K) and 
ADA-‘= D. Take A,,= Au;‘= (c.Q),,~~ for an ai, # 0, then ai,= 1 and 
A,DA;’ = ADA - ’ = D. For each 1 E D* we have A,(2Z(‘)) A;’ = 81”) for 
a 8 ED*, A02 = 8A,, uVl = 8a, for all 1 < i, j < r. In particular, A = a,,12 = 
&,,= 0, hence ;1 centralizes all clii. So &E GL(r, F), A = A,a,,e 
GL(r, F) . K*, A = GL(r, F). K* is the normalizer of D in GL(r, K), and 
Z = A . GL(n, D) = GL(n, K) @ GL(r, F) = M,. Now we can apply 
Lemma 1.1 to conclude that for all i # j we have a same ring 
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L= {CEMat,KITti(C)EX)2KZ (I). And we note that, for each CE L and 
PE SL(r, E) we have X3 (Z@ P) T,(C)(Z@ P)-’ = T,(PCP-‘) thus 
PCP-‘EL. 
If we can find an EklII EL with k, #II, considering the conjugates of 
Ek,[, E L by all P, E SL(r, E) we know Ek, E L for all k # 1. And we have 
sZ* E,,= sE~,E L for all SE K. Namely, X contains all the transvections 
T&Ek,) (i#j, k # I, SE K*). Furthermore, X contains [ T12(Ell), 
Tz3(sElr)] = T,,(sE,,) thus contains all Tg(sE,,). And it contains 
[T12(Erl), T21(~E11)] = diag((T,,(s))(‘), Z((n-l)rJ) as well as the 
diag( Cr , . . . . C,) with a Ci” = Tk,(s) and all other Ci’) = I. Now we see that 
X contains enough transvections to generate SL(nr, K), Xrz SL(nr, K) as 
expected. 
So we need only to find an E,, E L (k # I). Take C,, E L\KZ”‘, replacing 
C, by suitable IP,C,P;’ (P, E SL(r, E), I E K*) we may assume the 
(1, 2)-entry of Co is 1, 
\ * / 
When charKZ2 we have CZ=Tzl(-~)C1T21(f)-C1=EZ1~L. When 
char K = 2 and r > 3, take 
0 
C,=T,,(l)C,T,,(l)-c,= * 0 1 ( 1 EL, 0 
When char K = 2 and I = 2, write Co = (z i), replacing C, by Co - aZ(*) E L 
we may assume a=O. For each SEE* we have s-‘((~~)(~~)(f~)- 
(2 i)) - (A y) = (s+ d) E,, E L. If we can choose s #d, s+ d#O, then 
(s+d)-l (s+d)E,,=E,,EL. Suppose s=d for all SEE*, then we have 
E=F, and d=l. If c=O, C,=(“,i), (~:)(“,:)(~~)-(~~)=(,‘)EL. 
Now the only remaining case is that N = SL(n, K) 8 SL(2, F2), and the 
only possible Co = (p f) E L is Co = .Z= (y j). L coincides with the ring 
K, = KZ(*) @ KJ generated by KZ’*’ and J. We have X>(T,(C)ICEK,, 
i#j) = SL(n, K,). If X&& SL(n, K,), X $ r= (GL(n, K,), Z’“‘@(;;)>. 
When K=F,, K1 zF4, Xr>SL(2n, 2) by a theorem in [4]. Suppose 
K#F, in the following. Take ag,=(A~‘),..EX,,~<$,ick)\rwithmaxi- 
ma1 k < 2. If we can prove k = 2, applying Lemma 1 to the case D = K1 and 
R = Mat,K we know X contains a T,,(A(*)) with A 4 K,, reducing to a 
settled case. Suppose k < 1, we try to deduce a contradiction. We can take 
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a z = diag(ZCk), PC” ~ ‘) )0Z’2’~SL(n,K)0Z’2’<X such that in g,z= 
(B~‘),..EX,,~<E,,i~k> \r the block B,, has the last 2 -k entries zero in 
its (k+ 1)st row, thus g2(s)=(glz) Tn,(sZ(2))(g,z)~‘~Xr,0<E,,j~k+l) for 
all s E K*. By the maximality of k we have to assume ail gz(s) E r, g2(s) = 
(4j4”Xn with (e,), x n E GL(n, K,) and 0 = ZC2) or (y A). For any 1 # s0 E K*, 
if c = (yh) both in g2( 1) and in g,(s,), then in g2( 1 + sO) = g2( 1) g,(s,) we 
have (r = ZC2), thus g2( 1 + sO) E GL(n, K,). So we can always choose s E K* 
to make g, = g2(s) E GL(n, K,). From (g2 - Z)2 = 0 and rank(g, - I) = 2 
we know that g,g, g;’ = Tn,(Z’2’) for a gOE SL(n, K,). Now, for 
2, = g,g,zEX\r we have T,,(Z”‘)= gl T,,(Z’2’)g;1 thus g1 EX,,@,+,\T, 
k = 2 as desired. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let n > 3, T, = A, 0 I”’ for a transvection A,, E SL(n, K), 
and T, = g, Tog;’ EM for a g, E GL(nr, K). Then we have: (i) T, = A @Z 
for a transvection A E SL(n, K); or (ii) T, = I’“‘@ B(‘) with (B - Z)2 = 0 and 
rank(B-Z)=r/n; or (iii) T, =(Z@B)z(Z@B)-’ when n=r=3, K=Fand 
char F= 2, for a BE SL(3, F). 
Prooj T, is conjugate to To in GL(nr, K), thus (T, - Z)2 =0 and 
rank( T, - I) = r. First we suppose T, E M,,, thus T, = A @B = (aVB), xn for 
an A = (a,),,, E GL(n, K) and BE GL(r, F). If A = aZ for an a E F*, writing 
a-‘A@aBinsteadofAOBwemayassumeA=Z, T,=Z@B,(B-Z)2=0 
and rank(B - I) = (l/n) rank( T, -I) = r/n, (ii) holds. When A 4 F*Z(“’ we 
can choose a PE GL(n, K) such that PAP-’ = A = (cl,),,, with the first 
row (5,, , . . . . 21,) = (0, 1, 0, . ..) 0). Let T, = (P@Z) T,(P@Z)-’ = A”@ B, 
then we have 
-I”’ B 0 
L i 
. ..o 
* * * . . . * 
r=rank(T,-Z)=rank * * &B-Z * . * 
. . . . 
* * * . . . * 
> rank B + rank(ii,, B - I) = r + rank(d,, B - I), 
thus &B-Z=O, B=(~;‘ZE (Ma&F) n KZ”‘= FZ”‘. Writing d;‘A@&B 
instead of A @B we may assume B = Z, T, = A 0 I”‘. Since (T, - Z)2 = 0 
and rank(T,-Z)=r we have (A-Z)*=0 and rank(A-Z)=l, A is a 
transvection of SL(n, K), (i) holds. Now suppose n = r and K= F, 
and T, EM\M~= M,,z, T, = (A@B) z with A, BEGL(~, F). TT = 
(AQB)z(A@B)t=AB@BA is a conjugate of Tz=Ai@Z. When 
char F# 2, At is still a transvection, as just shown we must have either 
ABEF*Z’“’ or BAEF*Z’“‘, thus AB=BA=aZ for an aEF*, T:=a*Z. 
From (Tf -Z)2 =0 we have a2 = 1, Tf =I, in contradiction. When 
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charF=2 we have Ti=I thus Tf=AB@BA=I, AB=BA=aZ for 
an aEF*, and a*=1 thus a=l, A=B-‘. Now T,=(B-‘@B)z= 
(I@B)(B-‘@I) r= (Z@B)z(I@B)-’ is a conjugate of r, n= 
rank( T1 -I) = rank(r - I) = in(n - l), possible only when n = 3. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let n > 3, n > r, and n > r when K is noncommutative. Sup- 
pose g, E GL(nr, K)\M, but T, = T,(s) = g, T,,(sZ(‘)) g;’ E Mfor all s E K*, 
and assume TI 6 Me, B cE,, .. . Ek) Cfor a k>2) or T,EM, when n=r=3 and 
K= F= F2. Then 
y= (SW, K)OZ”‘,gl), 
1 
when n> r 
(Wn, F) 0 SW, FL gl >, when n =r 
contains a g E Y,, B w\M. 
Proof By Lemma 1.3 we know that each T, = A @I”’ or I’“‘@ A 
(when n = r) for a transvection A E SL(n, K), except in case n = r = 3 and 
char F = 2 and T, E M,t. When n = r and F # F2 we can take an 
QE F*\{ l}, if both T,(l) and T,(Q) lie in M,r we would have 
T,(l +s,)= T,(l) T,(s,)EM,. Namely, when n=r and F# F2 we can 
choose T, = T,(s) E M, for an s. When n = r = 3 and F= F2, note that the 
condition T1 = (A!!‘), x 3 E M e,@ <~l7...>~k> (for a k 2 2) implies that all the 
blocks A, (ja 2) gave the first two rows zero, thus in T,z = (Bj,?‘),, 3 all 
the blocks B,j (16 j< 3) have the first two rows of the form (*, 0, . . . . 0) 
thus are singular, T,t # M,, T, E M\M,r = M,. So in all the cases we can 
choose a T, EMU, T, = AOI or I@ A. We can find a P, E SL(n, K) with 
PIAP;‘=T,,,(l). When Tl=A@I, take g=(P,@I)g,EY\M, from 
gT,,l(sZ(‘))g-‘=(Pl@I)(A@I)(P,OI)’= T,,(Zcr’) (i.e., g(T,,(sZ”‘)-I)= 
(T,,(I(‘) - I) g) it follows g E Y,, B ,\M, as required. Suppose n = r and 
T, =I@A, with P,AP;‘= T,,(l). Take g= (P,@I)zg,$M, still we have 
T,,(I) = gT,,(sZ) 2-l thus g stabilizes e, 0 W. By Lemma 1.1 we know that 
Y, = (SL(n, FI’“‘), g-‘SL(n, FI(“))g) contains a T,I(C(n))# A4. But we 
have Y, = (SL(n, F) 0 I’“‘, g-‘(I@ SL(n, F)) g) d Y, hence g = T,,(C) E 
Y e, B ,+,\A4 is the needed. 
Proof of Theorem la. Let N = SL(n, K) @ SL(r, E) < X < G = 
GL(nr, K), with n > r > 2. If X< M= GL(n, K)@GL(r, F), (i) of the 
theorem holds. So we suppose X < A4, and choose a g, E Xe,@ <E,,.,.,Et>\M 
with maximal k < r. (When k = 0 we take any g, in X\M). If we can show 
k = r, applying Lemma 1.2 we are done. Suppose 0 <k < r - 1, we try to 
deduce a contradiction. For each jE {k + 1, . . . . n}, let xi be the vector 
consisting of the last r-k entries of the (k + 1)st row of the block A, of 
g, = (A;‘),,,. Since n - k > r - k, the (r - k)-dimensional vectors xI 
(k + 1~ j < n) are linearly dependent over K, Cyek+, Sx, = 0 for some 
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Aj~K (k+l <j<n) not all zero. Take a PE SL(n - k, K) having 
II k+, , . . . . 2, as its (n - k) th column entries. Replacing g, by g(( ‘lx’ P) @ I”‘) 
(thus replacing A,, by c,“=k+, E,A,J) we can make X, = 0, thus 
g2=glT”l(~z(‘))g;‘~~,,,<,,....,&,+,) for all s E K. By the maximality of k 
we must have all chosen g, E A4, thus can apply Lemma 1.4 to conclude 
k = r, contradicting our assumption, as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let N = SL(n, F) @ SL(r, F) < X< G = GL(nr, F), 
say n > r ~2. The case n > r has been settled in Theorem la. In case 
n = r = 2 we have N= Sp(2, F) 0 Sp(2, F) = Q’(4, F), the overgroups of 
such N in G are known by Lemma 0.2. So we suppose n = r 2 3 in the 
following. 
Suppose X $ M, and choose g, = (A!‘),,, E Xe,@ CE,,,,.rEkj\M with maxi- 
mal k < n. If k = n, applying Lemma 1.2 we are done. Suppose k < n, we 
shall obtain a contradiction. 
Case 1. k > 2. 
Let xi (2 < j < n) be the vector consisting of the last n -k entries of the 
(k+l)st row of A,. Since n-l>n-k, {xj12<j<n} are linearly 
dependent, replacing g, by a suitable gi(( ’ P) 0 Z’“‘)(PE SL(n - 1, F)) we 
can make x, = 0, thus g, = g, T,,(sZ’“)) g;’ E X,,. <E,,..,rEk+l) for all SE F. By 
the maximality of k we must have g, EM, Lemma 1.4 can be applied to 
conclude k = n. 
Case 2. All chosen g, = (A!“)) 
B 
nxn E X\M have all the blocks A, 
invertible. 
We have k = 0 in this case. And, since we can replace g, by any 
(P 0 I) g, and any g,(P 0 I) with P E SL(n, F), thus can replace the block 
A, by any nonzero linear combination C:= i &A, or C:= i &A,, all such 
combinations must be invertible. Denote by uii the image eVg,, i.e., the 
((i - 1) n + j) th row of g, , then all [uii] must be invertible, otherwise some 
[uij] P (PE SL(n, F)) would have the first column zero, thus in 
gl(P@Z)EX\M the (i, 1)st block has the jth row zero thus is singular, 
contradicting our assumption. Since we can replace g, by any (P@Z) g, 
and any (Z@ P)g, (with PE SL(n, F)), all the nonzero combinations 
C’= i Ai [uii] and xi”= i Aj[cuii] must be invertible. 
Let d=det[u,,]#O. If d#l, FZF,, take A=(““-“,)@I(“‘, note that 
ANA-’ = N and ASL(n*, F) K’ = SL(n*, F). Our purpose is to prove 
(N,g,)c>SL(n*, F), which holds if and only if (N, ng,K’)o 
SL(n*, F). So we can replace g, by Agin-’ to reduce to the case d= 1. 
Now we can replace g, by g,([u,,]-‘@Z) to make [u,,]=Z. Each 
P-l@ P’E N sends each [z+] to P[Q] P-‘, thus fixes ui,, and we can 
replace g, by suitable g,(P;‘@ Pb) (hence replace [ulz] by PO[u,2] P;‘) 
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to reduce the first row of [ulJ to (0, 1, 0, . . . . 0). Denote z,= T,,(l)-‘@ 
T,,( 1)’ for each t 2 2, since 
C~IZZ,l - C~1*1= 
is nonzero but singular, it cannot be a linear combination of [qj] 
(l<j<,). Namely, u,,z,-u,,~L,=(~~ll~j~n) hence u,,z,#L1. 
Similarly, since 
C~1*Z21- L-~I*zJ = 
* 0 
* 
t; 
1 
* -1 
0 
* 
is nonzero but singular, u12z2 - u12z3 +! L’ = (uil 11~ i < n), u12z2 and 
u12z3 cannot both lie in L’. So we can choose z=z2 or z3 such that 
u,,z$L,uL’. Let u> be the ((i-l)n+j)th column ofg;‘, then 
I- 1, when i=Iandj=t uiivn - 0, otherwise, 
and L, = {u E Mat lxn~FI uo$=Oforalli~2},L’= {uEMatl,.zFJ uub=O 
fora11j~2}.Now,ing,=g1zg;‘~Xthefirstrowisu,,zg;‘=u,,g;‘= 
(1, 0, . . . . 0), all the blocks B, (2 < j 6 n) of g, = (Br’), xn have the first rows 
zero. Observe the second row u,,zg,’ of g,. Since u12z# L, we have some 
u,,zo; (i> 2) nonzero, which is just the (2, j)th entry of B,,. Bli is nonzero 
but singular, thus g, q! MO. Similarly, u12z$ L’ implies some u12z4=0 
(t 3 2), which is the (2, t)th entry of B,, thus is the (2, I)th entry of the 
(1, t)th block of g,z. g,z fixes e,, thus has the (1, t)th block singular. Now, 
since g,t has its, (1, t)th block nonzero but singular, we have g,z q! MO. So 
we have g, I$ M, u M,z = M. But g, E XC,,, thus k 3 1, a contradiction. 
Case 3. The remaining case: k < 1, and some chosen g, = (A!‘),,,, 
X\M has a block A, singular. 
First we prove that in this case we must have k= 1. Take a g, = 
(A!“)) nxn~X\M with A,, singular. Replacing g, by (P,, OZ)g,(P,OZ) 
we’ may assume A,, singular, and can choose g, with smallest 
rank A,, = n - t <n. Replacing g, by suitable (I@ P,) g,(Z@ Pz) (thus 
replacing Al, by P,A1,P2) we may assume A,,=diag(O”‘, I’“-‘)), thus 
g,= g,T,,(sz’“‘g;‘Ex e ,,,,.., e,r for all s E F*. If g2 4 M for a chosen s, by the 
maximality of k we must have k = t = 1. Suppose g, E M for all s E I;*, by 
481/137/2-7 
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Lemma 1.4 we would have a contradiction k = n, except in case n = 3, 
F= F,, t = 1 and g, E M,z. If in such exceptional case we have k # 1, thus 
k = 0, in g, = (A !,?I), x 3 we may assume 
1 
Cu,,l= i 1 1 . 0 
Take z/=Ty(l)Qz~M,,, (1 GfQ2). If [u~ZZI] - [u,,]=CfEl jvi[Uli]p 
comparing the third columns of both sides of this equality we have 
&xi + 1,x; = 0, where xl (2 G id 3) are the third columns of [uii], xi are 
the ith rows of A,,. Since rank A i3 = 2 we have {xi 12 < j < 3 } linearly 
independent, hence i., = i, = 0. But the rank 1 matrix [uIzzl] - [uiz] can- 
not equal the matrix 1,[u,,] of rank 2 (when 1, ~0) or 0 (when Ai =O), 
a contradiction, which shows ui2zI - u,~ #L, = ( uijl 1 <j< 3). Similarly 
wecanseeu,,z,-u,,z,~L’=(u,Il~ib3).Sowecanchoosez=z,or 
z2 such that U,~Z $ L, u L’, g, = g,zg;’ E X,,,\M, k = 1 as claimed. 
For each 1 <j< n we denote by Cj the (n - 1) x (n - 1) submatrix of 
[u,] obtained by deleting the first row and the first column of [u,~]. Since 
[uii] = diag(a, 0, . . . . 0) we have C, = 0. If C2 is singular, C, P has the last 
column zero for a suitable PE SL(n - 1, F). Replacing g, by gi((’ .)@Z) 
we may assume Cz has the last column zero, thus g, = g, T,,(Z) g; ’ E 
x el@<&l.Ez)’ By the maximality of k = 1 we must have g, EM,, m <E,,EZ>, thus 
can apply Lemma 1.4 to obtain a contradiction k = n. So we assume C, 
invertible. Furthermore, since we can replace g, by any (Z@ (i .)) g, 
(PE SL(n - 1, F)), we must have all the nonzero linear combinations 
xi”= 2 ij Cj invertible. Replacing g, by suitable 
(hence replacing [u,J by 
we may assume [ulJ = diag(b, 1, . . . . l), without changing [u,,] = 
diag(a, 0, . . . . 0). And then, replacing g, by suitable g,( ( ’ P)-l @ ( ’ P)‘) we 
can reduce to the case in which C3 has the first row to be (0, 1, 0, . . . . 0). 
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If we can choose a z=(‘,)-‘@(‘o)‘~A4,,,,,,, with ~,~z#Lr, then 
g2= wg,‘~~e,,,e,* but g, 4 M,,, and g, E AT,,,,,,, implies g,r $ M, (see the 
proof of Lemma 1.4), thus g, 4 M, k> 2, contradicting our assumption 
k = 1, thus completes the proof. Especially, if we can choose 
[ezl- [%,I= 
having the submatrix c; ( - ‘) = QC,Q-r - C3 nonzero but singular, then 
u,+-u134& thus u,,z$L, as desired. When n > 4, Q = T21( 1) works. 
When n = 3, write 
s E F* such that 
has the entry --s(s + c3) # 0 thus ( $+,,, ,“,) singular but nonzero, 
ur3z$L1 as required. In the remaining case F= F2 and c2 = c3 = 1, if 
neither Q=(: y) nor Q=(A i) can make u13z$L,, we must have al 
[U,l] = ( 1 0 1 . 1 1 
Remember that Cull] =diag(l, 0,O) and [ur2] =diag(b, 1, 1). Replacing g, 
by 
we reduce to the case 
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1 
cu131= ( 1 0 ’ 0 
in such case 
1 ’ 
z=Z@ 1 1 i 1 1 
fixes u,i and uiz, but ui3z# L,, g,zg;’ E X,,,,,,,\M, as needed. 
2. OVERGROUPS OF Sp(n,F)@ Sp(r,F) 
For any field D and any alternating matrix HE GL(2m, D), we shall 
denote Sp(2m, D, H) = {A E GL(2m, D) ) AHA’ = H}. And we simply write 
Sp(2m, D) to denote 
(where ZCm, is the identity of GL(m, D)). 
Throughout this section we assume n = 2v 2 r = 2p 22 except in 
Lemma 2.6. And, since the case N = Sp(2, F) @ Sp(2, F) has been settled in 
Theorem 1, we shall assume n > 4. We choose the basis {ei, . . . . e,} of U 
and the basis {a,, . . . . a,) of W such that fU(u,, uz)=ulH,u; and 
fw(wl, wd = w1 Hw4 for 
thus f(x, y) = x(H, @ H,) y’ for all x, y E V. 
To determine the overgroups X of N = Sp( U) 8 Sp( W) in GL( V), for 
each X % M we try to find a g, E X,, ,a, w\M, and apply Lemma 2.1 proved 
in [4] to find in X a T= T,+,,,(A(“) or T= T,+,,,(B”)) Tv+2,,(C(r)) not 
lying in M, and try to choose such T to be a transvection of SL( I’) or a 
2-transvection of sZ( V, Q), thus we can apply Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 0.2 
to settle the thing. (A 2-transvection of G( V, Q) means a TE S2( V, Q) with 
Im(T- I) being a totally singular plane). In order to find the needed 
g, EX,,~ ,\A4, we choose a g, EX,,~ <E,r,,,,Erlj\M with maximal k. Our 
purpose is to prove that k=r. Assume k<r, we take g, = 
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g,((‘, y) 8 I(‘)) g;’ E X dependent on S = S’ E Mat, F, and choose S to 
annihilate the last r-k entries of the (k+ 1)st row of the block B1,,+l of 
g2 = vq’),xn. For such chosen g, we have g, = g2Tv+ I,I(I) g;’ E 
x e,B <E ,,..., Et+,j, by the maximality of k we should have g, E i%i, thus can 
apply Lemma 2.7 to conclude k = r. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a ring with 1, D afield lying in R as a subring. Let 
n = 2v 2 4, and let r= A . GL(n, D) with A being the normalizer of D in the 
group of units of R, g, = (aq), xn E GL(n, R)\T with all aII = 0 (j > 2), Y = 
(Sp(n, D),g,Sp(n, D)g;‘). Then we have: (1) Y contains a T= T,+,,,(a) 
T v+d) Tv+2,1 (c) 4 GL(n, D), (i.e., T= 
with S= 
a b 
( > c o E Wt2R)\(Mat2D), 
where the identity I,,,E GL(v, D)); (2) for each Tv+ I,l(a) T,+,,,(b) 
T y + 2, 1(c) E Y, Y contains all T, + t, 1 (0~ + be) with 0~ D, and Y contains 
“+t ,(a) and all T,,, ,(b&) (OED) when F#F2 or ~23; 
(T3) T,+,,,(at3a)E Y for each’T v+l,l(a)~ Y and t3ED, and, when F#F2 or 
v>3 we have T,+,,, (aba)E Yfor any pair of T,+,,,(a) and T,+,,,(b) in Y. 
Proof See [4, Proof of Lemma 51. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let N = Sp( U) @ Sp( W) < X < GL( V). 
(1) If char F# 2, X contains a transuection T,, ,,,(A(‘)), then 
XP SL( V). 
(2) Zf X contains a 2-transoection T= T,+,,,(A”‘) or T,+,,,(B”‘) 
T .+2,1V)) of Q(J', Qh with T#N, then Xa8(V,Q), or X28, when 
N = Sp(4, F) @ Sp(2, F) and char F= 2, where Sz, is an irreducible image of 
a reducible 52(7, F) < a(8, F, Q) under an automorphism of Q(8, F, Q). 
(3) rf char F= 2, X contains a transuection Tv+ ,,,(A”‘) E Sp( V, f ), 
then X>sZ( V, Q). 
Proof (1) First we point out that, N lies in a symplectic group 
Sp( V,f) only when char F= 2 and Sp( V, f) = Sp( V, f ). To see this, write 
Sp( V,y) = Sp(nr, F, tf) = {A E GL(nr, F) 1 AR,4’ = R} for an alternating 
A= (Hjy),,,. For all I@A EZ(“)@ Sp(r, F, H,)< N we have (Z@A) 
B(I@ A)’ = fl, thus AH,A’ = H, for all 1 < i, j < n. Taking A ranging over 
all 
(’ PI-l) V E WV, F)) 
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and all (Ly) and (Qf) (S=S’EM~~,P) we see each Hu=aiiHw for 
an a,EF, thus H= HI 0 H, for HI = (a,),,,. Similarly, from 
Sp(n, F, H,) @ I”) < Sp(nr, F, i??) we see A= H,@ H, for an H fj. So we 
have B = a(H, @ H,) for an a E F*. H is alternating, while a(H, @ H,) is 
symmetric and invertible, R= a(H, 0 H,) can hold only when char F= 2, 
and we have Sp( V,f) = Sp(nr, F, a(H,@ H,)) = Sp( V,f) in such case. 
Now we prove our assertion. X contains g,,T,+ ,,,(A) g;’ = T,,, 1,1(A2A) 
for all R.EF*, where g,=diag(/2P’,I(“-“, ~,I’“-“)@I”‘EA? Thus X 
contains T,+,,,(sA)= T,+,,,(((s+ 1)/2)2A) T,+,,,(((s- 1)/2)‘A)-’ for 
all s E F. All these T, + ,, , (sA) E X (s E F) form a root subgroup of SL( V). 
Since N is irreducible and primitive, so is X, all the root subgroups of 
SL( V) lying in X generate an irreducible subgroup X0 1 X By Lemma 0.1 
we have either X0= SL( V) or X,= Sp( V,y) (for an f). If Xo=Sp(V,j), 
Sp( V,J) d X d GSp( V,f) thus N 6 X’ = Sp( VJ), impossible when 
char F # 2. So we have Xr=- X0 = SL( V). 
(2) A 2-transvection of Q(V, Q) have the form t,,,: x-x + 
(x, w) u - (x, U) w, associated with an orthogonal pair of noncollinear 
singular vectors U, w  E V. In our case we have T = tclB w,,e, B ,,,* (when 
T= Tv+l,,(A)) or T=telBw,,ezBwwl (when T= T,+LAW Tv+~,IIC)). If we 
can show that X contains all the 2-transvections of the form te,Bc,,ek8E,r 
then X contains the a( V, Q) generated by these 2-transvections. First, 
consider the case T= t,,B,,,,,.,B,,,2. Since such T$ N we must have r 2 4, 
(when r = 2 we would have t,, B W,,e2aWz = T,, i, i(~l’~‘) EN with s = 
-(W,, wz)). Considering the conjugates of such T under N we know that 
X contains all the tuBy,,u8y2 with (Y,,Y~)=(w,, WA. When (w,, w2)#0, 
for each O#WE Wn(w,, w2)’ we have (wi, w,)=(wi, w,+w) thus 
r 
el@wl.elc3w =c&,,e,Em’2 t~,cBw,.l~(wz+W)~~ So we may assume 
wi, w2)=0 at the beginning. For each seF* we have [tse,Bci,PIBE2, 
t e”+LL%e”+*@E,+21 =tselc9~,,e”+l@~l E X, considering the conjugacy by N we 
know t u,,s,w,u-,eawEXfor all (ui, U-,)#O. For any noncollinear u,, u2e V 
with (u1,u2)=0, we can take a u-~Eu:\u:, thus t,,1Bw,u2BW= 
t r*@w,-u-,Q,w t ulc3w,(u-l+u2)ca~ EX. So we have all t,w,,,B.,EX. Now we 
see Cte,Bss,.e2BE,7 fU~Ep+l.eV+2~e~+11 = te,~s,,,u~.Er+I EX for all UE (k e2h 
thus txcqwvs, E X for all, (x, U) = 0 and (w, y) # 0. For any x, u E V and 
w,y~ W with (x,u)=(w,y)=O and (w)#(y), taking a JJ~EW’\Y’ we 
see tx~w,u~y=fx~vr.u~y tx~(w-,,),.~,~X. Namely, txBw,u8yEX for all 
(x, U) = 0. And, for a txm,,,uBy with(x,u)#O=(w,y)and (w)#(~),tak- 
ing a y,Ey’ with (.Y~, WI= (x3 u)-’ we see Cfxww,xBy,, tuBy.u8wl = 
x,a,w,uBy~X. These amount to saying X contains all the tuBw,xBy (with 
~&NW, y) = 01, thus X2 WV, Q,, as desired. Now consider the case 
elc3~l.e2c3.w2~ If (w*)f(w2)9 since X contains the conjugate 
t e,Bw,,e2B(wt+w,) of T under NT we have telBHa,rC2BW, = (te,Bw,,e2Bw2)-’ 
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t e,Bw,,e2a,(w2+w,J~ X. So we suppose (w,) = ( wz). Considering the con- 
jugates of T under N we know tu,Bw,uzBw~X for all (ui, UJ =O. If r24, 
as in showing that te,Bw,,e,8W2 E X implies X2 8( V, Q) we can see that 
t U, B w,U28w E X implies X>, a( V, Q). So we need only to consider the case 
r=2. Insuchcaseall te,QDE,,sei~Ez=Ti,,i(isZ(2))ENcX. Ifn26, X con- 
tains [t el@~l,ez@el~ t e,~ez,~+2~Ezl = te,~e,.e3wE2 thus contains all tu,BOE,,UZBE2 
with (~1, d=O, and It contains all Ctse,wc,,ezBeE2, te,+zB’c,,e,,lBe,] = 
t .~e,~a,,e,+,~s, (~EF*) thus contains all t,,apw,u-,Bw with (ul, u-,)#O. 
These amount to saying X contains all tuBci,,xB, thus contains 
m(V, Q). When n=4 and charF#2, X contains gJ1tse,BE,,e2BE,g= 
t e4~S(~2-~EI),-e3~(EI+E2) for g=tessE2,-e4BE2 t(e2+e3)~1,,(e,+eq)~‘,EX and all 
s E F, thus contains all their conjugates tuBw,xBy (with (u, x) =O # (w, y)) 
under N; and X contains all Itse,8E,,e4B.E23 tejB)E,,e2B8,1 = tse,QDE,,e3Bg, 
(SE F*) thus contains all tuB,,,xBw with (u, x) # 0. These amount to 
saying X2 (tuww,xBy 1 (u, x)(w, y) = 0) = sZ( V, Q). In the remaining case 
charF=2 and N=Sp(4, F)6Sp(2, F), Xcontains the (N, te,Be,,ez8E,)= 
a,, an irreducible image of a reducible 52(7, F) < s2(8, F, Q) under an 
automorphism cr of 52(8, F, Q). 
(3) Tv+,,, (A ‘r)) E Xn Sp( V,f) is a symplectic transvection of the 
form ~~~~~~~~~ for a c E F*, where we denote p,,,: x H x + f(x, u) su for any 
u E I/ and s E F. Considering the conjugates of pe,@ w,c by N we know all 
P u~Dw,c~x Thus P(~,+~-+,~)~~,~ IL,~~,~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for all 
ul, uz E U, and w  E W. Especially we have fe,a,w,e28w E X, thus we can apply 
the result in (2) to conclude X>l2(V, Q), except when N= Sp(4, F)@ 
Sp(2, F). In such exceptional case, note that we have [P~,~~,,~, te2B’E2,e3mE2] 
P Q@J~.C =t el~EI,Ce2~)c2 E X9 thus all tulBw,,u2BwZ E X KG f  <u,>, 
(u1,u2)=0 and (w,>#(w,>). And we know all t,~,,,,~,,~Sp(U)@ 
1 w  < X (( w1 ) # ( W, )), X contains enough 2-transvections to generate 
WV, Q). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let L be an additive subgroup of Mat,, F, with FZt2Hj 5 L, 
and PLP-’ = L for all PE Sp(2p, F). Then L contains a (O A), with 
c 
0 
i 4 
01 
A(P) = for acEF*, or A(P)= 
-10 
. . 
i 1 
7 
0 0 
except in case Sp(2p, F) = SL(2,2) and L = F,[J] = F2Z(2)@F2 Jz F4 for 
J= (y;). 
Proof: We can take an 
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To prove the lemma, first we choose A,, =O, and then, choose 
A,, = AZ2 =O, and reduce Al2 to the needed form. Note that for each 
symmetric matrix S@) = S’ we have (i &:) E Sp(2~, F), thus 
we can replace A, by any nonscalar A,(S). 
If AZ1 # 0, we choose an A,(S) 4: FZC21r) to replace A,, to reduce to the 
case A 2, = 0. Suppose the ith row of AZ1 is nonzero, when ZI > 2 or 
char F#2 we have diag(FiiA2,, -A21Eii)#FZ(2p), thus AI(E,,)#FZ’2“’ can 
replace A,. When p = 1, to make A,(S) $ FZc2”) we need only to choose 
SEF* to make SA22-A,,S-SA2,S#0, i.e., SA2,#A,1-A22. Such a 
choice is always possible, except in case F= F2 and A,, # A,,. If in such 
exceptional case we have A,2 = 0, replace A0 by 
So the only remaining case is that Sp(2~, F) = SL(2,2) and all the 
A E L\FZc2’ have the form 
A=(A;l i22) with A,,#A,,, 
i.e., A=A,,Zc2)+J, L=F2Zt2’@F2 J=F2[J]zF4, as the lemma says. 
So, apart from the exceptional case we can always choose 
A, = (“d’ ;;I), thus A,(S) = co sA22 - A11S). 
When diag(A,,, A,,) = uZ(~“) E FZc2”) we can replace A0 by 
A,-al= E L\FZc2% 
In other cases we try to choose an A,(S) with SA,, - A,,S#O (thus 
A,(S)4 FZc21r)) to replace A,. If A,, #A,, just take S= I. When 
A~~=&=(aij)px, with aii#O for some i’+j, take S=E,,. In the 
remaining case we have A,, = A,, = diag(a, , . . . . a,,) diagonal but nonscalar, 
a, # a, for an i > 2, taking S= E,, + Eli + Ej, + Eii we are done. 
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Now we suppose 
A,= E L\FZ@‘. 
Note that for each P E GL(p, F) we have 
thus 
(’ p’-r)(O “3(’ pr-l)-l 
=(. pAop’)EL,(o A)EL 
for all A in the additive group generated by all PA,P’ (P E GL(y, F)). 
When p = 1 we have A0 E I;*, the lemma holds already. Suppose p 3 2 in 
the following. Replacing A, by suitable PoAoPo we may assume 
do= 
or 
in 0 ,*. 0 
I* ..* * 
I ; . . . 
* . . . 
A,= 
‘I * 
with ;1~ F*, 
with Dcppz) alternating. When 
we can replace A, by 
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And then, when char F # 2 we have ( 0 “) E L for 
i 
21 
A=P,,(T,,(l)A,T,,(l)-A,)P;,= 
0 
in a needed form. When 
and char F = 2 we have 
When 
we have 
(& T)(o A”)(-;~i ;)-(0 “‘)=(“” E&L- 
In both of the above cases we have 
(; :>(E2’ E,,)(: ;z)-(E2’ E,,)=(O A)‘L 
with 
, 
as desired. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let N = Sp(4, F) Q Sp(r, F) with r = 2 or 4. 
(1) When r = 2 and char F= 2, Y, = (N, T,,(E ‘,I)) T,,(E ‘,‘,)) ) = 
l2, = a(S2(7, F)) for a reducible l2(7, F) < 52( V, Q) = $2’(8, F) and an 
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automorphism IS of sZ+ (8, F) obtained by spinor representation. And, 
Yo < X < GL(8, F) only when X p 52, or X> f2( V, Q). 
(2) When r = 4, (N, T,,(Ei4,’ + Eg)) T41(E$;) + E~J)) = Q,,, < 
a( K Q), and 
Y,= (N, T,,(E’P,‘-Eg’) T41(E$;3’-E~))) 
i 
s-2 107 when char Ff 2 
= Q9, when char F= 2’ 
where Sz,, = o(Q+(lO, F)) for an embedding o: 52+( 10, F) + GL( 16, F) 
obtained by spinor representation, while Sz, = a(f2(9, F)) for a reducible 
S2(9,F)<n+(lO,F). And Y,<X<GL(16, F) on/y when Xr>IR,,, or 
X>Q(V, Q), or Xr> Y,=sZ,. 
Sketch of the Proof (For the detailed proof, see Appendix 2 of this 
paper.) Let f2+(2m, F) act on Vzm= (xi, yi( 1 <i<m) with (x1, . . . . x,) 
and <yl, . . . . y,) totally singular and (xi, yj)= 1 (when i=j) or 0 
(when i # j), and let C be the Clifford algebra generated by VI,. Then the 
embedding a: SZ+(2m, F) + GL(eC+) = GL(2”-2, F) sends each 
2-transvection t,, y ~SZ+(2rn, F) to the transformation z~z(l + yx) on 
eC+, where e = x1 . . . x, E C. When m = 4 we write GL(eC + ) as the matrix 
group GL(8, F) with respect to the basis {e, ey, y,, ey, y,, ey, y,, 
eyly2,eyly2y3y4, ey2y3, ey2y4} of eC+ over F, then N=Sp(4,F)O 
Sp(2,F)=WJ<x,, x2, Y,, y2, x3-y3)xWx4, Y,, x3+y3)), and G= 
a(a(x3+y3)*)=(N,a(t,,,,))=(N,T3,(Ei2,))T4,(E12,))) when charF=2. 
When m = 5 we write GL(eC ‘) as GL( 16, F) with respect to the basis 
bwlY3~ ey1y2, ey2Y3, eY3Y4, eyly4, eyly2y3y4, ey2y4, ey4y5, 
eYlY3Y4h eyly2Y4Y5, ey2y3y4y5, -ey3Y5, -eyly5, -eyly2y3y5, 
-ey2y5) of eC+, then N=SP(~,F)OSP(~,F)=~(SZ(~,,X,, Y,, Y,, 
x~-YY~)x~(x~,x~,Y~,Y~, x3+y3)),5210=a(S2(V2,))= <N, 4t,,,,,)>= 
(N T32(E11 + E33) T41(E22 + &I)), and alO 6 Q(v, Q> since 
T32(E11+E33) T41(E22+E44)#sz(v, Q>; and yO= (N,~(t,,,,,))= 
i 
O(Q(~lO)) = QIOP when char F # 2 
f4Q(x3 + ~~1~) = Q,, when char F= 2. 
One can see that Y = 0, (when r = 2) or Q,, (when r = 4) contains all 
TV(B) T’+2,i*2 (TB) with l<j<2, i# {j,j+2} and BEL, where 
L=((z,b)EMat,F} andB=Bwhenr=2, while 
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and B = (6,, + b2*) I- B for B = (by)4 y 4 E L when r = 4; and, when r = 4 
and charF=2 the above T,(B)Tj+,i+,(B)~129 when B=B. We need 
only to consider the overgroups X (of Y, in GL( I’)) not lying in the nor- 
malizer Z of Y. Take g,=(A!“),.,EX p,B <E ,,,.,, Ek)\Z with maximal k < r. 
If k < r, we can choose a z E ‘YO to annihilate the first k + 1 rows of the 
block B,, in g,z = (B!1))4 4 EX\Z’, thus g,=(g,z) T,,(Z@)) (glz)-‘e 
x elc3<<Elr...rQf+I>’ g, E Z Gy the maximality of k. From (g2 - Z)2 = 0 and 
rank(g,-Z)=r we can see g2E Y, and zi g,z;’ = T31(Z(r)) for a 
z,E(g2, Y,,)<XnY. Now, for g,=z,g,zEX\Z we have T,,(Z)= 
&T,,(Z)g,’ thus ~,EX Cl@ ,\r, k = r. So we have k = r, g, E Xe,@ w\T. 
We can find in (gi, Y,) a T31(A(“)) T&B(‘)) T41(C(r))$ Z’, and then, find 
a T31(A(r)) E X with A $ FZ, leading to X> sZ( V, Q) by the treatment of 
Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 2.5 below. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let N= Sp(U)@Sp( W)dX<GL(V). Zf X contains a 
g, = (AC’),,.. $ M, with all A,= 0 (j> 2), then X is in the list of Theorem 2. 
Proof: Applying Lemma 2.1 to the case R = Mat, F and D = FZ(‘) we 
know that X contains a T,= T,+,,,(A$“)) T,,+,,,(Bg)) T,+,,,(C~))$M,. 
For each T= T,+,,,(A”‘) T,+,,,(B”‘) T,,+2,1(C(r))~X, we have 
CT T2dz(r)) Tv+l v+2(491= Tv+l 1 
; v+2@Z@)) T(P 
, (B+C)EX, and we have A= 
Vu; cT 2,2(z( i,2~;2~TZl~‘-~=T,+,,~(A) Tv+,,v+2(4 T~I(-C)EX r Y+l,l(BC-A)~X. When F#F, or 
v 2 3, by” Lemma 2.1 we know X contains TV+ 1,1(A), thus contains 
v+12(B) Tv+21(C) and T,+1 i(K). And, in all the cases we have 
;&‘) T(Z@P)‘-‘=T,+,,,(PA+) T,+,,,(PBP-‘) T,+,,,(PCP-‘)EX 
for all P E Sp(r, F). 
Case 1. X contains a TV+ ,,,(Ar’) with A,, 4 FZ”‘. 
The set L= {AEMat,FJT,+,,,(A)EX} contains FZ”’ properly, and it 
is an additive group, with PLP-’ = L for all PE Sp(r, F). Applying 
Lemma 2.3 we know L contains a ( 0 ‘) with 
(for a CE F*) or 
c 
0 
. . 
.I 0 
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except in case Sp(r, F) = SL(2,2) and L = F,Z@)@ I;;Jz F4 for J= (y f ). In 
case Sp(r, F) = SL(2,2) and Lr Fd, X contains a root subgroup 
z= {T”.l,l (0) 10~ L} of SL(n, L) = SL(n, 4), by Lemma 0.1 we know 
2’2 Y = (Sp(n, 2) @ Zc2), 2) = Sp(n, L) = Sp(n, 4). All these X have been 
determined in [4], which should normalize Sp(n, 4), SL(n, 4), Sp(2n, 2) or 
SL(2n, 2). Suppose L contains an A = ( 0 “) with 
A= > 
thus T,.,,, (A) E X is a transvection. When char I;# 2 we have Xr> 
SL(nr, F) by Lemma 2.2. When char F= 2, note that TV+ ,,,(A) E Sp( ?‘,f), 
we can apply Lemma 2.2 to conclude that X> 52( V, Q), X is known by 
Lemma 0.2. Suppose L contains 
A= with A= , T v+l,~(A)~x 
is a 2-transvection of a( V, Q), again we can apply Lemma 2.2 and 
Lemma 0.2 to determine X 
Case 2. X contains no TV+ ,,1 (A”‘) 4 M,, but it contains a To = 
T ,+&@‘)I Tv+dC(r%%. 
Since X contains Tv+,,I(B, + C,) and T,+,,,(B,C,,) we must have 
B, + c, = al E FZ”’ and &Co = bZo FZ(‘). Since T,, 4 M,-, we have both 
B, $ FZ and C, 4 FL We can replace B, by any nonscalar matrix in the 
additive group L generated by all PB,P-’ with PE Sp(r, I;). By 
Lemma 2.3 we.can choose 
Bo= with A= or 
or choose B,, = J= (y :) in case Sp( W) = SL(2,2). From B, + Co = al and 
B, C, = bZ it follows B,(aZ-- B,) = bZ, Bi - aB, + bZ= 0. When Sp( W) = 
SL(2,2) and B,=J we have J*+aJ+bZ=O, since J*=J+Z we know 
(a+l) J=(b+l)Z, a=b=l. In such case X> (Sp(n, F2Z’*‘), T,+,,,(J) 
T y+2,1(J+Z))=SU(n,D) for D=F2Z’*)@F2J~F4, all such Xhave been 
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determined in [12], which should normalize SU(n, 4), SL(n, 4), Sp(Zn, 2), 
or SL(2n, 2). In the following we suppose B, = ( 0 ‘), thus Bi = 0, 
-aB,+bI=Bi-aB,+bI=O, a=b=O, C,= -B,. When 
c 
A= 
0 
i 4 
. . 
0 
T,, is a 2-transvection of a( V, Q), X>a( V, Q) or X>Q, (when 
N= Sp(4, F) @ Sp(2, F) and char F= 2) by Lemma 2.2, X is known by 
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4. Suppose 
0 1 
A= -1 0 
( 1 
. 
0 
Note that we also have B,=-(!,A) B,(f,h)-‘=(,O)E& Xcontains 
T v+1,2@1) T,+,,,(-BI) as well as its conjugate Tzl(B1) T,+,,,+,(B,) 
under N, thus it contains [T,+,,,(B,) T,+,,,(-Bo), T,,(B,) 
T v+~v+z(B~)l= Tv.,,, (A) with A = B,B, + B, B. = (” dz), A* = diag(Z’*‘, 
O(“-22, Z(*), O(fl-2)). When p > 3 we have A q! FZczp), contradicting the 
assumption for Case 2. When p = 2 but v > 3, note that B2 = Td2( - 1) 
&Td2(l) - & = El2 + & EL, X contains Tv+,,2(B2) T,+,,(-B2) 
together with its conjugate T, + 1,j(B2) T, + 3, i( - B,) under N, and X con- 
tains the con&We T32U%) Tv+2,v+&) of T,+,,2(&) Tv+2,1(-&) under 
N so it contains T= CTv+l,3(B2) Tv+,,d-B2), G2(BO) T,+2,v+,(&J1 = 
T v+&hBo) T,+2,,UWU with B, B, = (E,, + E,,)(E,, - E23) = -El, 
and B,B2 = E,3. T is a 2-transvection of sZ( V, Q), X is known by 
Lemmas 2.2 and 0.2. In the remaining case we have v = p = 2, 
N= Q(4, F)OG(4, F:), X2 <N Tv+1,2(BO) Tv+2,,(-Bo)) =a,, or Q, 
when char F # 2 resp. char F = 2, X is known by Lemma 2.4. 
Case 3. The remaining case: X contains neither T,, 1, ,(A(‘)) 4 M, nor 
T v+ 1,2(B(9 7-,+2,1(C(9 4 W,. 
We prove that this case cannot happen. We know X contains a 
To= T,+,M!?) Tv+d%“) Tv+2,1 (Cg))$M,. When F#F, or v>3 or 
&EFI(‘), X contains TV+,,,(&) and TV+, *(Bo) Tv+2,1(Co) not both in 
M,, Case 3 does not hold. In the remaining case Sp(n, F) = Sp(4,2) 
and A,$ FI, we prove that Case 1 cannot be avoided. Since 
T y + l,L(Bo + C,) E X, to avoid Case 1 we must have B, + CO = aZE FI(‘), 
thus To = CT,, T12(1(‘)) Td3(Icr))l Td2(aZ”)) = T3*(AO) T4,(AO) Td2(AO) E X. 
Replach To by (P,2P34 8 I(‘)) To(P,2P34@ I(‘)) = T31(AO) T,,(h) 
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T4i(AO)~X we may assume BO= C,= A, at the beginning, and we have 
T,,TO= T,,(A,) T4JAO) EX Since T,,(Az +A,)E X, to avoid Case 1 we 
have to assume A~+A,=cZEF,Z (I). We can replace A,, by any nonscalar 
matrix in the additive group L generated by all PA&’ with PE Sp(r, F). 
By Lemma 2.2 we can choose 
AO= =0 or (when r = 2). 
In the former case we have AZ = 0 thus Ai + A0 = A0 4 FZ, in contradiction. 
In the latter case r = 2 and A,, = J, note that D = F,Z(*) @ F2 Jr F4, and 
thus AT,,(Z(*)) A-’ = T31(J-2) = T,,(J) with J$ FZ, in contradiction as 
expected. 
LEMMA 2.6. For any dimensions n, r and positive integer m < n, we 
denote 
To(S) = 
( 
I’“’ 0 
s p-m) > 
Q I”’ 
for each SE Mat,, _ ,,,) X m F. Let g, E GL(nr, F), T, = T,(S,) =g, TO(&) 
g;‘EMfor an S,, with rankS,=d>l, and when charF=2 andda2 we 
assume T1 (S) = g, T,,(S) g; ’ E M for all S in an E-space L containing S,,, 
over a subfield E of F with finite [F: E]. Then we have T, = AQZ”‘for an 
A’“‘, or T1 = I’“’ @ B for a B”‘, with the following exceptions when E = F2: 
(i) dim, L< [F:E], d>2, T, = A’“‘@B”) with A*=Z and B*=Z, and 
dr=dlr+d2n-2d,d2 for d,=rank(A-I)2 1 and d,=rank(B-Z)al; 
(ii) dim, L = 1, n = r = 2d+ 1, T, = (Z@ B) z(Z@ B)-’ for a B(“). 
Remark. In this paper we only need the assertion for the case 
n = 2v > r = 2~4 > 2 and E = F. But we need the assertion for the other cases 
in another paper.) 
Proof: We have ( Tl - Z)* = 0 and rank( T, - I) = dr. When char F= 2, 
for any Si, S2 E L, since T,(S,) T,(S,) = T,(S, + S,) = Z+ T,,(S) + T,(S,) 
we have T,(S,) T,(S,) = T,(SI + S,) = Z+ T,(S,) f T,(S,). 
First we suppose T, EM,, and suppose all T,(S) E M,, (SE L) when 
char F= 2. Write T, = A @ B = (atiB), x n (where (a,), x n = A). The case 
d = 1 has been settled in Lemma 1.3. So we suppose d > 2. When char F# 2 
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we have T: = T, (2S,) EMU, when char F = 2 but E # Fz we have 
T,(cS~)EM, for a l#ceE*. But for any l#ceE* the T,(c&)= 
Z+C(A@B-Z)=C((~~B),.~ + (c - ’ - 1) I) lies in M, only when all aii B + 
(c- ’ - 1) Z and aiiB (i # j) are scalar multiples of a same matrix in 
GL(r, F), which is possible only when B= ~ZEF*Z(‘), or when all uV= 0 
(i#j) and all clii=ull. Namely, T,=aA@Z”’ or T=Z(“)@allB, the 
lemma holds. Suppose E = F2, we have TT = A2 Q B2 = Z, thus A2 = al and 
B2 = a-‘I for an a E F*. Since (FJ = 2CF’E1 < 00, F is perfect, a = b2 for a 
b E F*, writing bp ‘A Q bB instead of A @B we can make u = 1, A2 = Z, and 
B2 = I. Considering the conjugate 
of T, = A @B in M, we can obtain the equality dr = d, r + d,n - 2d, d2. 
Since {T,(S) = A(S) @ B(S) ( SE L} is an abelian group consisting of 
unipotent matrices, so are (A(S)lSgL} and {B(S)(SEL}. We can 
replace g, by suitable (P~‘@P~)) g,, thus replace each A(S)@ B(S) by 
PIA P;‘@P,B(S) P;‘, to reduce to the case in which all A(S) 
and B(S) are unipotent lower triangle matrices. Remember that T, = 
T,(S,)=AQB=(+Qwz, and for each SE L we can write T,(S) = 
z&B= (ii,~)~,, and T,(& + S) = A @ B, = (&Bl),xn. We should 
have TI($, + S) = Z+ T,(S,) + T,(S), thus all Z+ ajiB+ iiii8= liiBl and 
u~B+~~~B=A,B, (i#j). Since A, A”, and A are unipotent, a,=&=&= 1 
for all i. We have Bl=Z+B+& thus a,B+ii$=l.,(Z+B+& for i>j. 
Comparing the diagonal entries of both sides of this equality we see A,= 
ati+&, thus ii,(B+Z)=a,(B+Z). If A=Z or B=Z, the lemma holds. 
Suppose A # Z and B # Z, a,, # 0 for some t > 1. Put s = d,,aJ i , then B + Z= 
s(B+Z), fi,(B+Z)=a,s(B+Z) for all i,j. Since B+Z#O we have all 
&=sa,, i.e., A”+Z=s(A+Z), T,(S)=(Z+s(A+Z))@(Z+s(B+Z)). Now 
SH s defines an embedding of the additive group of L into that of F, 
possible only when dim, L < [F:E]. 
Now, suppose n = r and T,(S,)E M\M,= M,r, for S, = So when 
charF#2,orforanS,ELwhencharF=2.WehaveT,(S,)=(A,8B,)r 
for some A,, B, E GL(n, F). Take T, = (ZS B,)-’ T,(S,)(Z@ B,) = 
(Z@BB,)-’ (A,@B,)(B,@Z)z=(AIB,@Z)q then T:=(A,B,@Z) 
z(A,B,@Z)z=A,B,@A,B,. When charFf2, T~=~,T,(2S,) ~;‘EM,, 
for S1 = (Z@B,)-’ g,, by the result just shown we know 
Ti E GL(n, F) @ I’“’ or T: E I’“’ 0 GL(n, F), thus Al B, = al for an a E F*, 
T: = a2Z. Since (Tz-I)‘=0 we must have a* = 1 thus T:=Z. But we have 
2S0 #O, T,(2S) #Z, thus T: # Z, in contradiction. When char F= 2 we 
should have Z=T:=A,B,@AIB,, A,B,=Z, A,=B;‘, T,(S,)= 
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(B,‘~B,)~=(Z~B,)z(Z~B,)-‘. WhenE=F,anddim,L=l,S,=&, 
dn = rank( T, -I) = rank(r -Z) = fn(n - l), n = 2d+ 1, as the lemma says. 
In the remaining case (E# F, or dim, L 2 2) we can always take 
an s~L\{o, S,>, and S+S,EL\{O,S~}. If T,(S)EM,,~ we have 
T,(S+ S,) = T,(S) T,(S,) E MO. Namely, we can choose SE L\{O, S1 > 
with T,(S)gM,. Write T,(S)=A@B=((a,B),,,,, we have A’@B*=Z 
thus cA*=c-‘B*=Z for a CEF*. Since T,(S,)= (I@ B,) r(Z@B,)-’ 
commutes with T,(S), r commutes with (I@ B,)-’ T,(S)(Z@B,)= 
A SB= (a&,.., where B=B_;lBBI, 82=B;1B2B1=~Z, A*@P*=Z. 
Namely, A@ B= z(A@B) t = B@ A, thus I= CA. We should have 
(T,(S,)-Z)(T,(S)-Z)=O, thus (ZC3BJ’ (T,(S,)-Z)(T,(S)-Z)(Z~B,)= 
(z-Z)(C(U~A),,.-Z)=(C~)),~.=O. For any i#j, take kE{1,2,...,n}\ 
{i, j}, the kth row of C, is the sum of the kth row of caijA and the ith row 
of cakjA, i.e., is a linear combination of the kth row and the ith row of the 
invertible matrix CA. Such a linear combination can be zero only when 
aii = akj = 0. So, A must be a diagonal matrix. And, since A* = c-‘ZE F*Z 
we must have A=uZE F*Z with a*=~-‘, B=cA=a-‘I, T,(S)= 
(Z@ B,)(aZ@ a-‘Z)(Z@ B1)-’ = Z, in contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let n = 2v > I = 2p > 2 and n 2 4. Denote 
for each SE Mat, F. Let g, E GL(nr, F)\M, but T, = T,(S,) = g, To(&) 
g;’ EM for a T,,(SJ E Sp(n, F) @ I”) with rank S, = d 3 1, and T,(S) = 
g, To(S) g; ’ E A4 for all SE L when char F = 2 and d 2 2, for an F-subspace 
L of Mat, F containing So. Then Y= (Sp(n, F) @ Sp(r, F), gi) contains a 
g E Y,, 8 ,\A4, except in the following case: F = F2, dim L = 1, d 3 2, and Y 
contains a g 4 M fixing all the vectors in e, @ (sl, . . . . E,,). 
Proof: By Lemma2.6 we have T,=A,@Zor Z@B1, or T,=A,@B, 
when F= F2 and dim L = 1, for some A’;), By). (Note that we have even 
n and I thus the exceptional case (ii) of Lemma 2.6 cannot happen.) 
Replacing g, by suitable 
g, ((‘” p)@Z’r))~ Y\M with PEGL(v, F) 
(thus replacing T,(S,) by T,(PS,P’)) we may assume S= (” o) with Acd’ 
being a monomial matrix A (d) having exactly one nonzero entry in each 
row and each column. 
First, suppose T1 = A, 8 I. We have (At - I)* = 0 and rank(A , - I) = d. 
When AI E Sp(n, F) we can replace g, by (P, @Z) g, E Y\M (thus replace 
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A, by P,A,P;‘) for a suitable P,@ZES~(~,F)OZ< Y, to reduce A, to 
the form 
with /ii“’ monomial. When A, E SL(n, F)\Sp(n, F) we have (A,, Sp(n, I;)) 
= SL(n, F) by Lemma 0.2, thus we can replace g, by (P, 0 I) g, E Y\M 
for any Pi @ ZE (Sp(n, F), T,) = SL(n, F) @ Z-C Y, choosing P, we can 
reduce to the form 
(with .4’p) monomial) again. From T, = g, T,-,(S,) g; I (i.e., g,(T,(S,) -I) 
=(T,-Z)g,, 
we see that g, = (A!!)) has the blocks A,= 0 for all 1 < i< d and 
d + 1 < j < n. Espec&y’ xie have A i,” + i = 0, thus T, = g, TV + 1, I(sZ(‘)) 
g; i E Y,, a, ,+, for all s E F. If we can choose a T2 $ M, the lemma holds. 
If T, E M for all s E F, replace To(&) by T, + 1, I(sZcr)) = T,,(sE’,;)) we 
may assume d = 1 at the very beginning, thus A, = 0 for all j> 2, 
g, E Y,,@ ,\M, as desired. 
Now suppose T, = Z@Bi, with (B, - Z)* =0 and rank(B, -I) = d2 = 
dr/n. Replacing g, by (Z@P,)g, E Y\M for an Z@P, E (Z@,!$(r, F), 
T, ) < Y we may assume 
with A !‘2) monomial. Now (zgl) T,(S,)(Tg,) -’ = r(Z’“‘@ B,) t-’ = 
B,@Z(“‘, where z~GL(rzr,F) sends the basis (e,@.si,..., ei@.s,, 
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e2Qsl, . . . . e2Qer, . . . . enQcl, . . . . e,Qe,} to (el @.sl, . . . . e,Qel, el @s2, . . . . 
e, 0 E2, . . . . el Q E,, . . . . e, @a,}, having the matrix form z = (Lr”‘)),,, with 
the blocks L,= E,, thus t(A(“)@ B(‘)) r-’ = B(‘)@,4(“). Denote N* = 
Sp(r, F) 0 Sp(n, F), then r -‘N*r = N= Sp(n, F) @ S’(r, F) < Y, Y, = (N, 
(rg,))’ N*(rg,)) < Y. Write (zgi))’ = (C~““‘),,,.. Comparing the both 
sides of the equality (T,,(S,)-Z)(zg,)-‘= (rgi)-’ (B,QZ(“)-I(“‘)) (i.e., 
we see that C,=O for all 1 <Z<d and d,+l bj<r. Namely, (rg,)-’ 
stabilizes (e, , ..,, e,)@ IV. When d= 1, (rgl)-’ stabilizes e,O W, and, 
since n>r we must have d2=r/n= 1 thus N* = N, Y, = (N, (zgi)-’ 
N(zg,)) 6 Y. By Lemma 2.1 we know that Y1 contains a g= T,+r,,(A(‘)) 
T v+,,2(B(‘)) Tv+2,,(C”‘)4M, ge Y,,@.\M, as required. In case d>2, 
take g2= hl)-’ U”‘Q TV+, l(l))(wl)E Yc , If g,EM, noting 
that g2 = 6’ Tv+l,l (I”)) g, E ‘Y we can repl~ce’!$&~) by TV+ l,l(Z”‘) to 
reduce to the settled case d = 1. When g, 4 44, take g, = g2( T, + 1,,( 1) @ I”‘) 
gtle ye,c3w If g, # A4 we are done. When g, E A4 we can replace g,, 
To(&) by g,, Tv+,,, (I”‘) resp. to reduce to the settled case d= 1. 
Now we consider the remaining case T, = Al @B, when F= F,, 
dimL=l and dB2, with AT=Z#A, and BT=Z#B,. Remember that we 
assume 
To(&) = Q I”’ 
with I,icd) monomial, and we can reduce to the case 
with A!“‘) and A$“‘) monomial, by replacing g, by (Pi 6P2)g, for 
a suitable P1 @ P, E (N, T, NT;‘) < Y (thus replacing A, @I B, by 
P,A,P;‘@P,B,P;‘). Remember that we write gl=(AF))nxn. Let the 
first column of A?) have the nonzero entry 1 at the (k, 1)st position. 
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Comparing the (v + k, v + 1)st blocks of both sides of the equality 
g,(T,(S,)-Z)=(T,-Z)g, we see that 
thus Al,,+1 has all the ith rows zero with i$ {U + 1, . . . . p + d,}. Now we see 
g, = g, T,, i,i(Z”‘) 9;’ E Y fixes all the e, @ si with j$ (p + 1, ,.., p + d,} 
thus fixes all the vectors in e, 0 (I, . . . . aP). When g2$ M, the lemma 
holds. When g, E &f, replacing T,(S,) by T, + i, i(Z@)) we reduce to the 
settled case d = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let N = Sp(n, F)@ Sp(r, F) <X< GL(nr, F) with 
n = 2v 3 r = 2~ >/ 2 and IZ 2 4. And assume X < M. Choose g, = (A:‘),, r n E 
x e,B <Elr...,Ekj\M with maximal k <r. If we can prove k= r, then the 
theorem holds by Lemma 2.5. Suppose 0 <k < r, we try to deduce a con- 
tradiction. 
We have g;’ = (A:)),,,E Xe,e,c<E,,.,.,skj\A4, too. Denote 
T,JS)=(‘; Z$)@Z”’ EN 
for each S = (Sij)vxv = S’ E Mat, F. Consider T,(S) = g, T,(S)g;’ = 
(CV) nxn~Xe,~<E,,...,Ek) with Cij=C1~r,,Cv~IIAi,v+rA”ri+6ijZ, where 6,= 1 
or ‘0 when i = j resp. i # j. Especially we have Cl,++ t =c l~Z,~~V~Sr/ 
Al,,+tA”r,.+l=CI~,sr~,s,,D,I, where ~fl=Al,v+~~lv+l+Al,v+IAf,v+l 
when t<Z, while D,,=Al,v+f~~,u+l when t=l. All the A,,,,, (1616~) 
have the first k rows zero, thus Cl,.+ 1 has the first k rows zero. The set 
L={S=S’~Mat,Flthe (l,v+l)st block Ci,“+i of T,(S) has the last 
r-k entries zero in the (k + 1)st row} is the solution space of a system 
of r-k homogeneous linear equations in fv(v+ 1) unknowns stl 
(16 t < I < v), thus it has dimension dim, L > $v(v + 1) - (r - k). If we can 
choose an S=&EL such that T,=T,(S,)#M, take T2=T,Tv+,,,(Z”‘) 
T~l~&,cs<q w&k+,)’ By the maximality of k we have to assume T, E A4, 
thus can apply’ Lemma 2.7 to conclude k = r. Suppose T,(S) E M for all 
SE L. If we can prove dim L > 1, and prove dim L 2 2 when F = F,, still we 
have k = r by Lemma 2.7. When F= F2 and dim L = 1, by Lemma 2.7 we 
know X contains a g 4 M stabilizing e, @ (.si, . . . . sP), thus k > p. When 
n > r, since n and r are even we have n 2 r + 2, thus dim L 2 f v( v + 1) - 
(r - k) 2 1 in all the cases, leading to k = r when F # F2. When F= Fz it 
implies k 2 p 2 1, thus dim L 2 1 + k 2 2, still we have k = r. When n = r we 
have dim L 2 $(v - 3) + k, thus dim L > 2 when v 2 4 (i.e., n 2 8). 
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For the case n = r = 4 or 6 we only give a sketch of the proof. (for the 
detailed proof, see Appendix 1 of this paper). When n = r = 6, dim L 2 k, if 
we can prove k > 1, then k = r when F# F, (by Lemma 2.7); when F= Fz 
we have k>p= 3, leading to dim L> 3 thus k= I again. When n = r = 4 
we have dimL>k-1. When charF=2, X<GO(V,Q), in T,(S)= 
(cq,,,Ex a@ (e1,..., &I) = *@‘CT3 <El ,..., a>’ I the block C,j already has thejth 
colimn zero for 3 < j < 2 + k, SE L needs only to satisfy r - 2k equations, 
thus dim L 2 2k - 1. If we can prove k 2 1, and k 3 2 when char F# 2, then 
dimLa1, thus k=4 when F#I;;. When F=F,, dimL>l implies k>2 
thus dim L > 2k - 12 3, k = 4 again. So we need only to prove k 2 1, and 
prove k > 2 when n = 4 and char F# 2. If k = 0, for each g, = 
(A !!“) nxn~X\M all the nonzero &liAv, xj,IjAv, xi&[uii], and 
C,ij[u,] would be invertible. Replacing g, by suitable g,(Pi@P,) with 
P,, P2 E Sp(n, F) we can make 
and can make D, = (g :) with 
irreducible and t maximal. For each symmetric S’“) with Di S symmetric we 
have z=z(S)=(gy)@(- &, 3’ENp,,, g,=g,dS) g;‘EXelBE,. If we can 
choose Sr, SZ with [uz(S,)] - [u] (j= 1,2) and [uz(S,)] - [uz(&)] non- 
zero and singular for a u~L,=(u~,(l<i<n), theng,$Mfor S=S1 or 
SZ, k > 1. This can be done except when n = 6 and char F= 2 but F # F2. 
In this remaining case we choose 
to annihilate the first row of Cl4 in T,=g,T,g,l=(c~)),.,~X, 
T, Tc,1(Z’6’) T,’ E X e,BE,, still can see k> 1. When n =4 and char Ff2, if 
k = 1, we choose 
Z~T~=i~~~~~~l~,Z(4’.N 
to annihilate the (2, j)th entries (2 <j< 4) of C,3 in T, = g, Tog;’ E 
x e,BE,, g,= T,T3,(Z’2’) T;‘EX,,~<,,,,,), thus we can see k=2. 
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